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Omega Co-Axial caliber 8508 is one of the world’s watchmaking technology 
breakthroughs in recent years, the most sensational . This innovative movement can 
withstand up to 1.5 Tesla ( 15,000 Gauss ) even more strong magnetic field , 
magnetic performance is far better than any the world had a movement to solve the 
problems of the watch industry centuries magnetic puzzle.

In the image above we can see that there are two magnets stacked together , when 
its magnetic 2000 gauss magnet when it is close to watch this , watch the second 
hand will stop and go , go watch as accurate by the magnetic degree will be greatly 
affected. How to detect your watch is affected by magnetic activity site describes a 
simple method to your watch near a compass , a compass pointer if there are 
shaking as you watch , then it shows you have been affected by the magnetic watch 
need to be demagnetized .
For the purposes of magnetic watchmaker has been a thorny issue , and modern 
daily life magnets everywhere, the threat of magnetic field on the watch to be more 
serious than ever before . When exposed to a magnetic field due to the watch on the 
go often affected, must be demagnetized , so they often have to deal with 
watchmakers problem by magnetic watch , and now this problem will come along 
with the movement of the magnetic Omega find the ideal solution.
With Seamaster Aqua Terra> 15,000 gauss debut watch , Omega released a brand 
breakthrough magnetic technology , opened a new era in watchmaking sector 
shielded so that it can easily deal with ever-increasing challenges brought by the 



magnetic field .
In addition to the activities of the protagonist Omega Seamaster Aqua Terra> 15,000 
gauss watch, this event also presents a variety of 2013 new watch for the scene and 
try to enjoy the media . Omega Constellation watch Sedna is the first gold production 
using 18K Sedna ™ watch . This limited edition watch will be a timeless classic 
beauty and legendary watch series debut of a perfect fusion of innovative materials . 
Fusion of gold, copper and palladium from the patented alloy 18K Sedna ™ Gold 
ensures a unique rose gold color case forever lasting. Hour markers , hands and 
clasp are made using 18K Sedna ™ gold .
Compared with the traditional rose gold watch , 18K Sedna ™ gold color deeper, 
more red number , have become more calm taste, very suitable for men to wear. The 
Omega Constellation watch limited edition of 1,952 pieces of Sedna , in honor of the 
famous Omega Constellation watch was born in 1952. The watch from the special 
wooden gift box with pink lining bearer , enjoy up to 4 years of service guarantee.
Omega Speedmaster series ” Dark Side ” black ceramic watch, as Omega distinctive 
style , forward-looking model of innovation and pioneering spirit , this section all 
black Omega Speedmaster Replica watches highlight the full dynamic fashion style, 
popular ultra- Pa series has added new vitality.
Black dial with zirconia ceramic by scrubs and 44.25 mm ceramic case polished 
complement each other. With eye-catching 18K white gold dial hour markers and two 
small blackened by the dial, the dial of this innovative layout is particularly unique in 
comparison with common legendary Speedmaster Moon Watch over three small 
dials . When this section is equipped with extraordinary account of highly durable 
nylon webbing through the coating process , with a black ceramic clasp. Waterproof 
5 atm ( 50 m / 167 ft ) .
This watch is equipped with a pioneering Omega Co-Axial caliber 9300 self-produced 
, and are equipped with Si14 silicon balance spring material , enjoyed four years of 
service guarantee.
The bright blue Omega De Ville watch, with a rare blue dial , the intensity of the sun 
at different depths can be a reflection of the different blue . With radial dial texture 
and Ville unique “Ω” -shaped dial lines , making the dial -rich light variations. Scale 
pointer 18K platinum are used in the backdrop of a blue dial legible .
8500 Omega watch equipped with coaxial classic self-winding movement 
Observatory . Its three-tier coaxial escapement device can be individually adjust the 
hour without affecting the minute and second hands when walking , ideal for those 
who need frequent long-distance travel frequently to adjust the time zone .
Ville elegant series of new products , this section Ville elegant watch with mother of 
pearl dial decorated with butterfly pattern made and very unique . Butterfly decoration 
on the dial is inspired by the common interpretation of Chinese culture on the 
butterfly : it is entrusted with the eternal love and good wishes of happiness and 
longevity .
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